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The Lost Political History of America is Revealed

If you are wondering why we have no representation
these  days…  Paul  James  unravels  a  history  where
America went from being a Republic to a defacto
corporate, municipal government.

by Reinette Senum, Reinette Senum’s Foghorn Express
May 20, 2023

 

[View video at Reinette Senum’s Foghorn Express. Mirrored
at TCTL Odysee, BitChute
& Brighteon channels.]

 

This interview with Paul James will be an eye-opener for the
vast majority of Americans.

Our history is not what we have been led to believe.

The loss of our Republican government since President Lincoln
is revealed in this riveting historical review that we were
never taught in school…. and by design.

Lawful government was to protect our “unalienable” rights, not
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inalienable rights as we have come to know.

The  civil  war,  tormented  by  the  Rothschilds  London  and
Rothchild’s France, was not intended to free slaves but to
indenture and bankrupt America to establish a new form of
government in 1871 through the Act of 1871.

This act established a municipal government of the District of
Columbia,  replacing  this  country’s  “original  organic”
government.  The  people  who  established  this  corporate,
municipal government had no authority to do so, and in fact,
we have been operating under a defacto corporation since the
1870s that has become completely tyrannical to the point of
attempting to genocide us…..

While we believe we have representatives that have taken an
oath to “protect us from enemies foreign and domestic,”… as I
have reported earlier, here, the oath has been manipulated to
allow America to be infiltrated, put under foreign control,
and with a foreign agenda to collapse California and America.

The Oath in the current California Constitution (A. D.
1879), Article XX, Section 3 is required to be taken by
every government officer and employee (from Governor Newsom
down to a city dog-catcher) before they can enter the
duties of their respective offices. Not one state, county
or city officer or employee has taken and subscribed the
Oath  mandated  at  Article  XX,  Sec.  3;  nor,  have  they
complied with the common law [Calif. Civil Code, Sec. 22.2]
or statutory requirement [Calif. Government Code, §§ 1450-
1653] to file a fidelity/performance bond before assuming
the  duties  of  their  respective  offices.  Therefore,  by
operation of law, every act or action that any live actor
commits, claiming to be a de jure state, county or city
government officer or employee, is being done under color
of law [18 U.S.C. § 242], color of office and color of
authority. Anyone who is in violation of the fundamental
organic Law of the state has no authority whatsoever to
enact, enforce or adjudicate any state statutory law, rule



or municipal code.

The American People living in every State [not including
the district of Columbia], including but not limited to
California, are entitled by the supreme Law of the Land, to
a “Republican Form of Government” [“The United States shall
guarantee to every State in this Union a Republican Form of
Government,  and  shall  protect  each  of  them  against
Invasion; and on Application of the Legislature, or of the
Executive (when the Legislature cannot be convened) against
domestic  Violence.”  Constitution  of  the  United  States,
Article IV, Section 4].

The current Form of Government in California (and all other
united States of America) clearly is not a Republican Form
of Government, but rather is a private, for-profit, foreign
corporate municipal democracy, organized in California in
A.  D.  1879,  controlled  and  operated  exclusively  by
constitutionally-  banned  agents  of  the  BAR
[https://www.brighteon.com/13ef3415-e3f0-494c-9182-38566ea2
b44f].

In addition, as Paul James lays out, we live under “Lawfare”
and “Warfare.”

Lawfare is a form of Mixed War consisting of the use of the
so-called  justice  system  (i.e.,  private,  for-profit,
foreign BAR court system), to intentionally and corruptly
apply private, foreign, corporate government municipal law
applicable only for corporations, ens legis persons and
legal fictions to the American People, as if they were any
of the aforesaid juristic entities. The live agents of the
BAR routinely use lawfare against private Americans, to
damage or delegitimize them socially and financially, to
tie-up their time and resources, to seize their children,
homes, businesses, private property and/or imprison them,
under color of law; and, this includes enforcing mandatory
vaccinations or forced use of medical procedures under
color of law. The term is a portmanteau of the words law
and warfare.

Mixed War occurs whenever the government of a nation is an



enemy of, and at war against, its own people. The most
insidious and perfidious type of mixed war exists when the
agents  of  government  act  against  the  people  under  the
territorial Boundaries of the republic state of California
to  deny  and  infringe  upon  constitutionally-  protected
unalienable Rights, under color of law, through the use of
fraudulent simulated legal process
[see: Calif. Government Code § 68076 and the following link
to  fully  understand  this  point:
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php
/courtseals].

If you aren’t familiar with any of the above — the fact that
we  have  actors  masquerading  as  elected  officials  and  a
corporation  masquerading  as  a  government  —  this  is  the
interview for you.
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Is California Getting Set-up for Turkish/Syrian-Style
Earthquakes?

Anomalies about in California’s recent earthquakes.
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Nikki Florio joins Reinette Senum to point out the
unnatural state of what’s shaking.

by Reinette Senum, Reinette Senum’s Foghorn Express
May 13, 2023

 

Geoengineering/5G/pollinator expert Nikki Florio jumped on a
quick  interview  with  me  yesterday  to  give  an  overview  of
California’s  recent  unnatural  state  of  earthquakes.  The
shakers  were  similar  to  the  manmade  earthquakes  that
devastated  Turkey  and  Syria  last  February.

If you are not familiar with what I am speaking about, I
highly encourage you to check out my recent posts here:

Turkey; Withstanding a Modern-day 5th Generation and
Silent War
Natural  catastrophes  may  not  be  so  natural,  and
modern warfare has turned our communities into the
frontlines.

Here:

Unequivocal  Evidence  of  Our  Ability  to  Weaponize
Earthquakes
In  the  wake  of  Turkey’s  horrendous  earthquakes,
Americans should consider lobbying their legislators
to resurrect old legislation that would protect the
world from such modern-day wrath. 

And here:

Romanian Bad-Ass Calls Out the Evil-Doers
Romanian Senator Diana Șoșoacă calls out US/NATO’s
retribution against Turkey’s President for giving
Klaus Schwab and his evil-doers the middle finger. 
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For  those  who  want  to  undertake  their  own  research  and
observation, check out:

Southern  California  Earthquake  Data  Center:
https://scedc.caltech.edu/recent/

EMSC  Latest  Earthquake
Information:  https://www.emsc-csem.org/#2w

Video on Turkey’s earthquakes. The majority are 10km deep.
This  is  not  natural:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1O_K_1_KKYLbZpugvmMVmYOXjJMrjB
ye1/view

Keep  an  eye  on  earthquakes  here  on  USGS,  including  the
depth:  https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/?currentFea
tureId=us6000kbpk&extent=-89.98333,-776.25&extent=89.98333,580
.78125

As Nikki states, an earthquake that has a minus such as -1.4km
means  the  “focus”  was  1.4km  above  ground;  or  where  the
earthquake was generated. This obviously can only be manmade
and mostly HAARP generated.

It’s best we become familiar with the 5th Generation Warfare
that is upon us. Be aware of the “fingerprints,” as pointed
out in these most recent California earthquakes.

Are  you  prepared  for  an  earthquake?  I’m  not….  but  I  am
motivated now, however.

Fires, earthquakes, snowpocalypse, oh my!
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Pfizer Inc & US Food & Drug
Administration  Named  in  NY
Supreme Court Lawsuit
Pfizer Inc & US Food & Drug Administration Named in NY
Supreme Court Lawsuit 

British/Swiss international banker, Pascal Najadi,
is pulling no stops. Committed to taking down Big
Pharma, US criminals, and the WHO for Crimes Against
Humanity.

by Reinette Senum, Reinette Senum’s Foghorn Express
March 7, 2023

 

As  reported  here,  in  my  earlier  substack  (inspired  by  my
friend, Dr. Sherri Tenpenny), this case is now taking on a
life of its own. What began last December as a daring move,
Pascal  Najadi,  a  British/Swiss  citizen  and  international
banker, filed criminal charges against the Swiss President at
his  local  police  station.  Najadi’s  criminal  case,  Swiss
Federal  Prosecutor  Bern  Switzerland  vs.  President  of
Switzerland and Minister of Health Alain Berset, is gaining
speed and is pending in Switzerland. Najadi’s case is the
first in the world against a sitting president.

But there is more!

The trailblazing case had expanded as of last Friday when
Najadi filed criminal charges, Najadi vs. Pfizer Inc—& US Food
& Drug Administration with the Supreme Court NY, USA.
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That’s right.

Najadi is pursuing the ultimate “crimes against humanity” case
in the US.

“We are dealing with a, we are dealing with a, uhh, I’m sorry
to say that, with a mass murder.”

~ Pascal Najada

The defendant (Pfizer) was notified through their law firm,
Davis Polk, as of last Friday, March 3, 2023. This is the
notification the defendants received:

Criminal  Charges  Filed  with  Federal  Prosecutor  Bern
Switzerland vs. President Alain Berset (as transcribed from
an interview today with attorney Reiner Fuellmich)

Dear Pfizer Counsels,

As instructed by this court prior to a temporary restraining
order being presented, it first has to be submitted to the
defendants for Pfizer at Davis Polk. Attached here is a copy
of the actions filed and pending in Switzerland by Mr. Pascal
Najadi. Like Panama, Switzerland exercised the Pfizer vaccine
lockdown mandate and QR code in quid pro quo bases that
limited and deprived its citizens in various forms, including
lockdowns.

Pfizer gained sales on the mandate. Pfizer, a US corporation
based in the United States of America, violated US federal
and state laws and others in the United States; the only
Covid-19  mandate  in  place  is  because  of  prior  contracts
signed by Medicaid and Medicare workers; CMS.

1) The CMS contract should have been nullified as CMS workers
were unacquainted with the clauses and, therefore, fraudulent

2) The CMC contract existed prior to the vaccine, and signing
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the contract by one party, HHS is a dire conflict of interest
where the parties (the workers) should not be bound to abide.

CMS mandates, therefore, violated 1st amendment rights and
imposed separate but equal to those who invoked exceptions
and the right to a third informed consent

3) Because the contract existed prior to the vaccine and
signing a blind contract, unacquainted of signing our rights,
forced vaccines violate US federal and state laws and the
right to assert informed consent.

Najadi claimed in his interview with Fuellmich, “Now informed
consent is very important in Switzerland too. I have filed
criminal charges against the two doctors in Switzerland who
put  the  needle  into  my  body  of  a  known  toxic,  untested
clinically, experimental, Nuremburg code violating substance
without  informing  me  about  potential  risks  on  the  Pfizer
website; heart attack, thrombosis, turbo cancer, etc., and
then there should be a line, where one would sign, do you
understand the risks and then entered into medical history.”

Najadi continued, “So because there was no mandate in the US
or QR code imposed on people, Switzerland had no right to do
that, and Pfizer, through the QR code and vaccination program
in that country, gained profits. It’s a US company and a US
product. The US laws and regulations apply.

Today, we made a Twitter press statement regarding this US
Supreme Court case. Swiss President Alain Berset has been
named in the lawsuit, along with Pfizer, the FDA, in the
United States of America….. for claiming that the Pfizer Inc
“corona  vaccination  is  effective  for  at  least  12  months,
significantly  longer  than  previously  assumed,  that’s  good
news, and one more reason to sign up for the vaccine.”

“Engage  justice  intelligently.  Use  it.  There  are  good
elements in the courts….. It’s about protecting freedom and

https://www.pmcpa.org.uk/cases/completed-cases/auth35911221-a-complaint-on-behalf-of-usforthem-v-pfizer/#:~:text=COMPLAINANT%20v%20PFIZER


order. “

~ Pascal Najadi

This  is  far-reaching,  and  the  implications  are  massive,
including “tort law cases for damages,” stated attorney Reiner
Fuellmich who interviewed Najadi earlier today.

I have been saying this since the beginning. Najadi’s original
police  filing  was  one  gigantic  experiment  and,  today  is
proving  to  be  a  massive  legal  linchpin  for  ending  the
attempted  planetary  coup.

Anyone and everyone can go to their local police department
are report the Covid-crime.

The house of cards is crumbling.

COVID & THE WHO HOUSE OF CARDS

Najadi is no dummy. He knows that through the WHO’s Zero Draft
Pandemic Accord, they are attempting to proclaim themselves
global  dictators  by  declaring  everything  under  the  sun  a
pandemic.

If Najadi can prove the Covid Crimes Against Humanity in US
courts,  he  can  single-handedly  prevent  the  attempted  WHO
global takeover.

#WHOthreat #JusticeNEEDEDnow #Geneva #Najadi

This is the legal visualisation of the currently discussed
WHO-CA+ Draft that has adopted now as working Draft by all
Members. No one objected cancellation of Human Rights (!) A
World  to  live  in?  Not  mine!  Humanity  will  conquer  WHO.
pic.twitter.com/k4le9kVcvG

— Pascal Najadi ⚡️ (@Bitcoin1967) March 6, 2023
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CRIMES OF TREASON via @SpartaJustice: If Joe Biden or any
other politician seeks to sign and agree to the WHO Zero Draft
Pandemic Accord which will give the WHO authority to violate
human rights protected under the U.S. Constitution during a
declared Pandemic they will be found guilty of Treason.

What defines the identity of the United States? It is the
individual  human  rights  and  laws  defined  in  the  U.S.
Constitution, therefore any action or law that is written or
approved by any U.S. citizen owing allegiance to the United
States that seeks to abolish or override any part of the U.S.
Constitution can be legally viewed as an act of Treason which
is written in Article III of the U.S. Constitution:

“Whoever, owing allegiance to the United States, levies war
against them or adheres to their enemies, giving them aid and
comfort within the United States or elsewhere, is guilty of
treason and shall suffer death, or shall be imprisoned not
less than five years and fined under this title but not less
than $10,000; and shall be incapable of holding any office
under the United States.”

This deliberate act of Treason would invoke the U.S. Military
to defend the U.S. Constitution from all enemies Domestic and
Foreign.

The World Health Organization controlled by Bill Gates is a
money making hedge fund with Big Pharma forcing their poison
on the people that will kill them over time. The weapon of the
world is the WHO, we have to Stop the WHO, the new WHO Accord
is the number one enemy of humanity.

New  insider  information  from  a  credible  source  says  the
charter of the WHO has already been legally disqualified, but
we cannot stop fighting to make sure it is never signed into
law.

Additional insider military information reveals Paris, Germany
and the United Kingdom have authorization from NATO to use

https://twitter.com/SpartaJustice/status/1629211410944167937
https://twitter.com/SpartaJustice


live  ammunition  on  their  own  citizens.  They  don’t  need
government approval to mobilize their military against their
own citizens. It is a worldwide depopulation plan and the
Mainstream Media are in on it.

Pascal  Najadi  using  a  one  page  document  of  evidence  has
successfully criminally charged the Swiss President for “Abuse
of Power” for making false statements about the safety and
effectiveness of the Pfizer mRNA vaccines. He has filed 3
additional criminal charges and the case is with the State
Attorney  General  and  State  Prosecution  for  investigation.
Pascal is triple vaccinated.

U.S. citizens both vaccinated and unvaccinated are strongly
encouraged to file Covid related criminal charges at their
local Sheriff’s Office just as Pascal Najadi has successfully
done. Every citizen in the world can do this, we must unite
and join forces to bring those responsible to justice for
these horrific crimes against humanity.

#WHO-Coup-d‘Etat #STOP-WHO

Divine Humanity will conquer WHO

This  diagram  is  a  legal  representation  of  the  legal
consequences of the criminal WHO-CA+ Agreement. This needs to
be stopped and we will. Godspeed, Pascal Najadi ⚡️�����⚡️

⚡️�����⚡️ pic.twitter.com/rxLG1T3qz3

— Pascal Najadi ⚡️ (@Bitcoin1967) March 5, 2023
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See related:

Swiss  President  Berset  Named  in  Lawsuit  Filed  by
British Swiss Banker Pascal Najadi vs Pfizer Inc. & FDA
With Supreme Court NY, USA
by Dr. Reiner Fuellmich, International Crimes Investigative
Committee (ICIC)
March 7, 2023

 

The Presumption of Innocence Applies to Swiss President Alain
Berset, Pfizer Inc. and the US Food & Drug Administration as
this is now a pending case with the US Justice through the US
Supreme Court.
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Romanian  Bad-Ass  Calls  Out
the Evil-Doers
Romanian Bad-Ass Calls Out the Evil-Doers

Romanian  Senator  Diana  Șoșoacă  calls  out  US/NATO’s
retribution against Turkey’s President for giving Klaus
Schwab and his evil-doers the middle finger. 

by Reinette Senum, Reinette Senum’s Foghorn Express
February 13, 2023
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Diana Iovanovici Șoșoacă is a Romanian lawyer and far-right
politician. She is a Romanian Senator of Romania for the Iași
County since December of 2020.

She gained notoriety in 2020 after publishing several Facebook
posts against Covid-19 restriction measures. She is a major
anti-vaccine proponent and supports Romania’s withdrawal from
the European Union.

Smart lady.

Her jaw-dropping speech last week regarding the weaponization
of earthquakes against Turkey, in retribution for Turkey’s
President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan stance against Ukraine and NATO
expansion, should be heard around the world.

I know President Erdoğan is not a saint by any means…. but he
wasn’t going along with the NATO allies and was making public
his loyalty to Russia. It cost him and the Turkish people
dearly.

Șoșoacă’s speech is one of the frankest speeches I have heard
in recent years.

I have for you a video of the speech, above, as well as the
transcript here:

Thank you. The title of my political statement:

People Had to Die, and It’s Not Over Yet”

Dear  Fellow  Senators,  For  three  years  we  have  been
experiencing a real campaign of masks killing worldwide,
either through alleged pandemics and the imminent need to
inject untested vaccines that kill people, or through wars
that  reduce  the  world’s  population,  but  rearrange
international politics, realigns power poles and alters
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borders.  We  have  lived  to  witness  the  production  of
earthquakes on command, which is actually an attack on
turkey by the greatest of the world who totally disliked
being set up by Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, the President of
Turkey.

Moreover, his position of neutrality and mediator in the
Ukrainian-Russian  war  deeply  disturbed  them,  especially
since Turkey is the second great power from a military
point of view within NATO.

His  position  to  block  Sweden’s  accession  to  NATO,  his
speech in Davos, as well as the gesture of leaving in the
middle of the press conference, defying Schwab, did not
remain without an echo in the cold world of leaders.

But, no one thought that people would have to die, so many
people, and in such a terrible way. And it’s just a warning
because it wasn’t the most populated area of Turkey. 150
aftershocks of a devastating earthquake, the second larger
than the first, without the existence of an epicenter the
area  being  artificially  stimulated,  geological  weapons
having existed for a very long time, being used so far
without  causing  too  many  casualties,  probably  for
experiments.

Now, it has been put into practice.

If we look carefully at the map of Turkey, we will see that
it  is  furrowed  by  gas  and  oil  pipelines,  this  being
actually one of the goals:….. (this is the only piece of
the  translation  I  could  not  transcribe.  Anyone  speak
Romanian to help with this? It’s an important piece!)

But, 10 seconds before the occurrence of the so-called
earthquake, the Turks closed the pipelines.

In addition, 24 hours before the earthquake, 10 countries
withdrew their ambassadors from Turkey.

5 days before its occurrence, the Romanian Ministry of
Foreign  Affairs  issues  a  travel  warning  for  Romanian
citizens in Turkey although there was no danger, as did



other  countries.  By  killing  people,  they  served  their
interests.

The maps shown on all the television channels show that
there  was  no  epicenter,  but  a  line  with  thousands  of
earthquakes. The Turkish secret services are investigating
a possible “criminal intervention,” — read an involvement
of another state in triggering the first earthquake— what
followed  later  being  a  chain  reaction  after  the
destabilization of tectonic plates in the region, It’s very
clear that President Erdoğan was punished for his courage,
dignity and honor and for his closeness to the Russian
Federation, in fact, a position of neutrality and mediation
for peace.

In addition, it is desired to divert people’s attention
from Ukraine, where representatives of many countries have
already begun to shout against the despotism and orders
given by President Zelensky as if he is ruling the world
and someone is obliged to send weapons and participate in
his war, a war where he sacrificed his own people and
destroyed his entire country.

Anyone who speaks of peace is put on the pole of infamy and
attache from all sides. This is what happened in Romania
when  I  started  the  unique  initiative”  “neutrality  for
Romania,”  The Peace of Bucharest.” They all rushed at me,
although now, after one year of war, almost all of them say
everything that I said and supported from the beginning,
claiming  now  they  are  the  owners  of  these  ideas.
Plagiarists! Pharisees!! Judas! Because of you, people have
died and continue to die, you all have hands stained with
the blood of millions of people killed door the interests
of some madmen who wish to rule the world. Unfortunately,
at  the  Romanian  leadership  level,  we  only  have
incompetents,  idiots,  plagiarists,  thieves,  robbers,
criminals, cowards, traitors, and the list goes on. These
incompetents,  awarded  by  foreign  countries  for  special
merits in their support, but at the expense of Romania are
trying at this moment to turn Romanian from a neutral,
sovereign state into a servile and offensive state through



which some great powers can exercise their warlike actions
and turn Romanians into cannon for the benefit of others.
Judas, we will stop you at any risk and at any cost. Leave
Romania to be sovereign and neutral.

We are not interested in anyone’s wars. We have always
defended our nation and land, and we have not attacked
Europe. You should know, we have always been in the losing
camp, even when the camp won. We have always paid.

ENOUGH! STOP HERE! ROMANIA WILL KEEP ITS NEUTRALITY, NO
MATTER WHAT YOU PROMISED TO OTHERS, YOU TRAITORS! WE HAVE
AN OBLIGATION TO KEEP GOOD NEIGHBORHOOD RELATIONS IN THE
REGION, WHATEVER OTHERS ASK YOU. IF YOU ARE NOT ABLE TO
DEFEND OUR PEACE, AND YOU ARE NOT, THE LEAVES OR WE WILL
TAKE YOU DOWN!

It is very clear to me that at this point things at the
internal level have gotten out of hand, the fools are
playing as God and they think they have won the game.
Because of these demented and psychopathic people who cause
wars  and  cataclysms  using  unconventional  weapons,  we,
humans are just numbers they can get rid of.

It is imperative that all the nations, the peoples of the
world, rise together, wake up from the daily comfort and
carelessness and just like in 1848 we’ll begin the struggle
for liberation from the yoke of psychopaths, of demented
people who steal our happiness and the beautiful world that
we live in. That’s why I use all of you who still want to
live in a world of God, and not Satan, I urge you to rise
up to fight, to a world revolt to free us all and to
destroy these enemies, because in this moment we are in
LEGITIMATE DEFENSE. TAKE THE CLAWS OFF TURKEY! TAKE THE
CLAWS OFF ROMANIA! TAKE THE CLAWS OFF GOD’S PEOPLE!

Warning to the psychopaths of the world: If you need people
to die, we need you to perish too! It’s all or nothing! An
eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth! Talion’s law!

Mic drop!
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Unequivocal  Evidence  of  Our
Ability  to  Weaponize
Earthquakes
Unequivocal  Evidence  of  Our  Ability  to  Weaponize
Earthquakes

In  the  wake  of  Turkey’s  horrendous  earthquakes,
Americans should consider lobbying their legislators
to resurrect old legislation that would protect the
world from such modern-day wrath.

by Reinette Senum, Reinette Senum’s Foghorn Express
February 11, 2023

 

I got a lot of responses from my recent post/video regarding
the  possible  use  of  silent  weaponry  to  create  the  recent
series of earthquakes in Turkey. I had a variety of reactions,
including the possibility it was due to a pole shift. While I
won’t argue that this is possible, I still don’t believe this
is the case.

I also had many people enquire whether or not it is possible
to create earthquakes.

That would be an emphatic yes.
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I’m  not  alone  in  this  thinking.  Many  of  our  legislators
thought  the  same,  dating  back  to  2001  when  legislation
introduced H.R 2977 to ban such space weaponry:

The President shall direct the United States representatives
to the United Nations and other international organizations to
immediately  work  toward  negotiating,  adopting,  and
implementing a world agreement banning space-based weapons.

Whether this assault came from space or land via HAARP or
satellite can be debated. But clearly, we have been capable of
this destruction for some time.

Why else was legislation put forth to stop it if this type of
technology (and more) were not possible?

H.R 2977 didn’t pass, leading one to ponder why not? Who in
their right mind would want to subject the global population
to such evil? Well, it looks like our leaders do.

One must assume this is because the U.S. government, military,
and most likely NATO intended to use it. So, if we assume this
is the case, it’s overdue that we look for evidence of its
fingerprints.

The  most  recent  earthquakes  in  Turkey  fit  the  bill,
and Dutchsinse does a good job lifting the fingerprints off an
Accuweather map seen in the video above.

I grabbed a chronology that had crossed my path regarding the
possible build-up to such a military assault on Turkey to give
my subscribers an idea of why I continue to think this a real
possibility:

Turkey votes against Sweden joining Nato.

The Koran is burned throughout Europe.

This sets up a retaliatory terrorist narrative.

https://sgp.fas.org/congress/2001/hr2977.html
https://www.theclever.com/15-troubling-facts-about-haarp/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/s32WU10SpGiL/


Embassies shut down.

Travel warnings are issued.

Meanwhile,  a  US  War  ship  causally  strolls  thru  Turkey
waters.

Then the next day, a devastating earthquake.

NATO needs Turkey to comply with its WW3 agenda.

Erdogan has been playing both sides for too long. Now
they’re going to reign him in.

Elections are coming up in April. Are they done with this
puppet? Will they install their next puppet?

Little to no aid from US or NATO at large.

~ Author Unknown

There  is  plenty  of  evidence  of  the  capacity  to  create
earthquakes. However, it has become apparent in my recent
searches for videos I had seen in the past that they are
clearly being scrubbed from the internet. Another sure sign
that something is up.

I attempted over and over to watch this video of Catherine
Austin Fitts. But Bitchute won’t let me play it. Perhaps you
will have better luck.

I made another attempt on Bitchute to watch a video on the
topic, but to no avail:

https://www.bitchute.com/video/Rd7GmzXiwkKF/


But don’t worry.

There are plenty of puppy videos you can watch unabated.
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Turkey;  Withstanding  a
Modern-Day 5th Generation and
Silent  War  —  Natural
Catastrophes  May  Not  Be  So
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Natural
Turkey; Withstanding a Modern-Day 5th Generation and
Silent War

Natural  catastrophes  may  not  be  so  natural,  and
modern warfare has turned our communities into the
frontlines.

by Reinette Senum, Reinette Senum’s Foghorn Express
February 7, 2023

 

I’m tired of seeing the unabated destruction of our planet and
all things beautiful, watching much suffer from what seems to
be the direct result of an illusive hand.

I am surrounded by a once healthy and robust forest in the
lower Sierra Nevada range, now dying from an onslaught of
nearly 2-decades of incessant aerosol spraying. I see day in
and day out, like today, a clear blue sky in the morning, only
to  be  crisscrossed  into  a  choking  geo-engineered  haze  by
afternoon.

The pollinators and insect populations have plummeted.

Forests and crops alike are suffering.

“Died suddenly” and “unexpectedly” are a common thread that
can be found in our community obituaries.

And living in my hometown today is like living in the remnants
of a community that once was; annihilated by an invisible
bomb.  The  buildings  remain,  but  the  community  no  longer
resembles what it was pre-Covid.

The battles we need to win are so numerous and dauntless that
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it’s overwhelming. My only hope to end this madness is a full-
on  economic  crash  that  comes  with  its  inherent  risks  and
tribulations.

It’s the proverbial wolf chewing off its paw to escape a trap.

While an economic, Federal Reserve, and Central Bank crash
would be painful on many levels, it seems the only chance we
have  to  stop  the  digitized  open-air  prison  expanding  all
around us.

We are the first generation globally to be subjected to what
is  known  as  5th  Generation  and  Silent  Warfare.  It  is
inconspicuous, ugly, and unforgiving, targeting unsuspecting
citizens in every community worldwide.

Many are unaware that they are a casualty of war in their own
hometowns.

There is nowhere to hide.

TURKEY IN THE CROSSHAIRS

Now,  we  have  Turkey  and  its  unfathomable  series  of
earthquakes.

I watched in horror as the scenes unfolded in the Turkish
aftermath  yesterday.  I  spent  a  few  weeks  there  a  couple
decades ago and was enthralled by the history, traditions,
food, architecture, and beautiful, soulful people.

Seeing  them  gripped  in  horror  each  time  the  earth  shook,
subjecting them to ongoing psychological horror and trauma,
was more than I could bear on many levels.

While at first glance it may seem Mother Nature dealt them a
rough blow, this may be anything but natural.

Please bear with me.

What initially caught my attention were the aftershocks that



followed the M7.8 earthquake (starting at the bottom right of
the  chart  below).  These  were  not  typical  aftershocks  but
earthquake after earthquake that followed the original M7.8.
And they continued unabated, pummeling an already terrorized
and decimated population.

This  is  highly  unusual  for  aftershocks,  as  seen  in  this
example below, of an analysis of a similar M7.8 earthquake and
subsequent aftershocks in the 1994 Northridge earthquake in
California:

Below is a forecast of what can be expected following most
earthquakes.

https://www.nbcnews.com/science/environment/aftershock-turkey-earthquake-magnitude-rare-unpredictable-rcna69322


Any aftershock over M3 is not the norm. Turkey’s aftershocks
were between M5 and M7.

In  addition,  the  timing  of  the  Turkey  earthquake  and
subsequent  staggering  aftershocks  is  highly  suspect,
considering  recent  geopolitical  developments  surrounding
Turkey.

TURKEY PUSHES BACK AGAINST THE U.S. & NATO ALLIES

Turkey’s  rhetoric  against  Washington  and  several  European
capitals has grown more belligerent, most recently, with the
interior minister calling out the American ambassador Jeffry
Flake.

Embassies in Turkey, of which many are NATO nations, were
issued security warnings, and a mass exodus of embassy staff
and officials ensued. The excuse was due to possible targeting



in retribution for recent Quran-burning protests throughout
Europe.

Earlier this week, the US Embassy in Ankara and several
European diplomatic missions issued security warnings against
potential “terrorist” attacks by jihadist groups targeting
Westerners  in  response  to  Quran-burning  protests  across
Europe  over  the  past  few  weeks.  Some  of  the  European
missions, foreign cultural centers, and even foreign schools
were closed down temporarily this week over the security
threats.

On Thursday, Ankara conveyed displeasure over the temporary
closures  and  security  alerts,  with  the  Turkish  Foreign
Ministry summoning ambassadors of the United States, Sweden,
France,  Britain,  Germany,  Belgium,  Switzerland,  and  the
Netherlands.

Turkey’s Interior Minister Suleyman Soylu, who accused the
West  of  waging  a  “psychological  war”  against  Ankara  on
Thursday, renewed his accusations today by singling out the
United States. 

“I’m calling out to the American ambassador here,” he said.
“Get your filthy hands off Turkey. We know very well what you
have done … how you have attempted to stir up Turkey,” Soylu
added,  reiterating  his  frequent  attacks  on  Washington.
https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2023/02/ankara-lashes-ou
t-us-envoy-over-security-alerts-get-your-filthy-hands-turkey

“The  Turkish  interior  minister  has  lashed  out  at  the  US
ambassador  in  Ankara  after  Washington  and  eight  European
countries  issued  travel  warnings  and  moved  to  temporarily
close  their  diplomatic  missions  in  Turkey  over  purported
security concerns.

Suleyman Soylu, an outspoken critic of the United States who

https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2023-01-27/protests-against-quran-burning-held-across-the-middle-east
https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2023/01/erdogan-says-sweden-lost-nato-bid-support-turkey-fumes-quran-burning
https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2023/02/turkey-denounces-psychological-war-western-consulates-close
https://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2023/02/04/697566/Turkish-interior-minister-Suleyman-Soylu-diplomatic-missions-travel-warnings-


accuses Washington of the 2016 military coup attempt and plots
to portray Turkey as an unstable state, railed against US
ambassador Jeffry Flake on Friday, telling him to take his
“dirty hands off Turkey.”

“Every US ambassador who arrives in Turkey is hurrying to find
out how to make a coup possible in Turkey,” Soylu said in an
address at a ministerial event in the Turkish city of Antalya.

“I address the US ambassador from here. I know the journalists
you made write articles,” he added. “Take your dirty hands off
Turkey. I’m being very clear. I very well know how you would
like to create strife in Turkey. Take your grinning face off
from Turkey.”

Soylu  also  accused  US  embassies  in  Europe  of  convening
together in an attempt to control the continent. He stressed
that US efforts in Turkey were “futile” thanks to Turkish
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan.

The  US,  along  with  eight  European  countries,  including
Germany, France and the Netherlands, have since last week
either  temporarily  shut  their  embassies  and  consulates  in
Turkey or issued travel warnings after widespread protests
against the desecration of the Holy Qur’an in Europe.”

On Thursday, Soylu condemned the closures as an attempt to
meddle  in  campaigning  for  Turkey’s  presidential  and
parliamentary elections, which are scheduled for 14 May. The
Turkish interior minister and other officials also suggested
that the Western states had issued the security warnings in
order to pressure Turkey to tone down its criticism of the
sacrilegious move and resolve the NATO dispute.

Far-right activists burned copies of the holy Muslim book in
Sweden, Denmark and the Netherlands last week. The conduct led
to a halt in negotiations for Turkey to lift objections to a
bid by Sweden and Finland to join NATO.



Conveniently, days after the security warning and a stampede
of  exiting  embassy  workers,  the  string  of  unprecedented
“aftershocks” struck Turkey, collapsing thousands of multi-
level buildings.

COINCIDENCE? OR MODERN-DAY WARGAMES?

The war against Turkey may have transitioned into next-level
modern-day warfare, using HAARP to initiate earthquakes.

Now, for those who continue to disbelieve in the existence of
this wicked power, watch the video at the top of this post,
and take a breath.

Whether  or  not  you  like  to  hear  this,  we  are  all  on  a
ubiquitous battlefield: Our communities are the frontlines.

And now, Turkey and their beautiful citizen are paying the
ultimate price for standing up against the US/NATO machine.

The NATO evil-doers are losing their battle in Ukraine and
have nothing to lose, so they are pulling out all the stops.

For those who are unfamiliar with 5th Generation and Silent
Wars, here’s a little primer, per a previous Corbert Report
substack:

In a nutshell, Lind et al.’s thesis are that the “modern age”
of warfare began with the Treaty of Westphalia in 1648,
which, Lind opines, “gave the state a monopoly on war.” From
that point on, modern warfare went through three generations,
namely:

First-generation  warfare:  the  tactics  of  line  and
column, developed in the era of the smoothbore musket;
Second-generation warfare: the tactics of indirect fire
and mass movement, developed in the era of the rifled
musket, breechloaders, barbed wire and the machine gun;
and
Third-generation  warfare:  the  tactics  of  nonlinear

https://corbettreport.substack.com/p/your-guide-to-fifth-generation-warfare
https://corbettreport.substack.com/p/your-guide-to-fifth-generation-warfare


movement,  including  maneuver  and  infiltration,
developed in response to the increase in battlefield
firepower in WWI.
Fourth-generation warfare—the lines between “civilian”
and “military” become blurred, armies tend to engage in
counter-insurgency  operations  rather  than  military
battles, and enemies are often motivated by ideology
and  religion,  making  psychological  operations  more
important than ever.

This leads us to today, 5th-Generation Warfare:

By its very nature Fifth Generation Warfare is difficult to
define,  though  it  is  based  heavily  on  the  aspects  of
deception, intelligence and misinformation. Fifth Generation
Warfare also known as Information Warfare is military driven
action based on accumulation and manipulation of data to
influence public thought.

And this is a primer for those unfamiliar with what HAARP is
and what it can do:

According to the Environmental Impact Statement, the High
Frequency Active Auroral Research Program – or otherwise
known as HAARP – is an ionospheric research program that is
funded by the United States Military for the purpose of
analysing the ionosphere and investigating the potential for
developing  ionospheric  enhancement  technology  for  radio
communications and surveillance.

Built in the year of 1993, little has been made known about
what exactly the project is researching which has gained the
facility quite the reputation – which isn’t really positive.
To make matters worse, hundreds of millions of tax payer’s
hard earned dollars are being spent on this facility each and
every year, despite the general US population not knowing
exactly what they are working on inside the remote facility.

https://bootcampmilitaryfitnessinstitute.com/2022/07/14/what-is-fifth-generation-warfare/
https://www.theclever.com/15-troubling-facts-about-haarp/
https://www.theclever.com/15-troubling-facts-about-haarp/


It is capable of being a geophysical weapon
It can cause climate change (when experts say climate
change is manmade, they aren’t kidding)
It can affect our brains
It is funded by the military
It has the ability to cause earthquakes
It can manipulate our actions
The project was kept very secretive

This is why I postulate that our only hope is a complete
economic collapse. Not an easy pill to swallow, but how else
do we prevail over what we cannot see?

With so much being at stake in Europe and the surrounding
regions, we cannot doubt that anything is possible.

I know my subscribers will have much to share on this matter….
and please do.
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